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PRO-SPRAYCOTE 
POLYMER-MODIFIED CEMENT SPRAY COATING 

DESCRIPTION: Proline Decorative Concrete Systems Pro-SprayCote is a revolutionary, polymer-modified cement coating 
designed for spraying over concrete and other surfaces like a thin coat of paint. Pro-SprayCote is applied using HVLP spray 
equipment to provide a thin, smooth, cement finish in 40 standard colors or any color desired. For re-coloring stamped con-
crete most compressor filled pump up sprayers can be used.  Pro-SprayCote conforms to whatever surface or texture it is 
applied, leaving smooth surfaces smooth and textured surfaces textured. Depending on the application, a prime coat may be 
needed prior to applying Pro-SprayCote. Pro-SprayCote is generally applied over old or new concrete but can also be used 

over other types of surfaces including foam shapes.  
 
TYPICAL USES:  
Stamped Concrete Applications - Decorative stamped concrete that has faded or discolored over the years, can be sprayed 
with a thin coat of Pro-SprayCote to restore the original color, or to provide a new color while preserving the existing pattern 
and/or texture. Pro-SprayCote can then be antiqued, if desired, using one of Proline’s color antiquing methods, and sealed 
with one of Proline’s sealers. If the existing surface has been sealed, it is recommended to strip off the sealer and apply a 
prime coat of Pro-Bond Polymer Concentrate diluted 1:1 with water prior to applying Pro-SprayCote.  Secondary option - If 
you are confident the sealer is well adhered to the concrete and will not come off, scrub and clean the sealed surface with 
detergent and rinse thoroughly.  Let dry, then apply a thin coat of Epoxy H20 Clear as a primer.  Let the Epoxy H20 Clear 

primer dry for a minimum of 4 hours (maximum of 8 hours), then apply Pro-SprayCote.   
 

Acid Staining Applications – Pro-SprayCote can be used to provide a smooth, even finish prior to acid staining. For acid 
stain applications, it is recommended to apply a thin coat of Pro-Surfacer as a primer. Acid stains will penetrate and react 
evenly with both the Pro-Spray-Cote and Pro-Surfacer. (Do not apply acid stain when other primers are used directly beneath 
Pro-SprayCote)  For most acid stain jobs, Pro-SprayCote can be applied as it comes in the bucket with a white cement base, 

or it can be sprayed in any color desired.    
 

Solid Color Applications - Before applying Pro-SprayCote as a solid color application over existing concrete, it is recom-
mended to apply a smooth coat of Pro-Surfacer as the first coat. Pro-Surfacer is generally applied as the first coat on indoor 
and outdoor applications to provide extra durability and to help hide crack repairs, patching and surface imperfections before 
applying Pro-SprayCote. For outdoor applications it is recommended to apply Pro-Surfacer and broom or texture it before 
applying Pro-SprayCote. This will provide some texture to help with slip resistance.   
Stencil, Logo or Modello Applications using Pro-SprayCote - Another popular application for Pro-SprayCote is over sten-
cils, logos and modellos to simulate the decorative sandblasted look without all the mess and cleanup.  

Other Uses - Pro-SprayCote can also be used on vertical walls, foam shapes and many other applications.   
 
FEATURES AND BENEFITS:  
• Excellent restorer for faded, stained or discolored concrete 

• Easily restores regular or 1/4" stamped concrete  
• Can be used on vertical applications  
 
 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES: 
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Technical Data  

                                                                        600 sq.ft. (For Spraying over Stamped Concrete and Textured Applications) 

Mix Ratio by Volume                                       1 Pro-SprayCote : 2 Water 
Pot Life                                                            10-15 min  (5+ hours with 4 oz. Proline’s PotLife Extender added)           

Coverage per 32 lb. Bag                                 400 sq.ft. (For Acid Stain or Solid Color Smooth Applications) 
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MOISTURE VAPOR TESTING: All concrete floors not poured over a proper moisture barrier, are subject to possible mois-
ture vapor transmission or hydrostatic pressure problems that can cause a coating system to blister or fail. Before applying a 
coating system over a concrete floor which is on-grade or below grade, the customer should be informed of this potential 
problem and given the option to have a qualified moisture testing company perform calcium chloride test to give the proper 

recommendations.  
 

SURFACE PREPARATION: The surface must be clean and sound, free from dirt, oil and any other contaminants that may 

interfere with bonding. For most applications, power scrub the surface with Proline’s Dura Clean using a floor polisher ma-

chine and scrub brush attachment, then pressure wash.  Use Proline’s Dura Etch to open up the pores of the concrete, then 
neutralize with Dura Clean and rinse (where local laws permit). For large commercial jobs, shot-blasting or dustless grinding 
is recommended. After shot-blasting or grinding, it will be necessary to apply a coat or two of Pro-Surfacer to cover the shot-

blast profile and smooth out the floor prior to applying Pro-SprayCote.  
 

CRACK AND PATCH REPAIR: For spalled concrete with voids greater than 1/8” thick, fill these areas using Pro-FastPatch 
and feather smooth. For pits and voids less than 1/8” and for non-moving/shrinkage cracks, fill these with Pro-Surfacer and 
feather smooth. For treatment of moving/structural cracks, please refer to Proline’s Rapid Repair or Crack Repair System 

technical data sheets.  
 

OPTIONAL RESURFACING:  Pro-SprayCote will conform to whatever surface it is applied, showing any imperfections in the 
existing surface such as holes, spalls, gouges, deterioration or other surface damage. If patching is required, use Proline’s 

Pro-Surfacer for repairs 1/16” - 1/8" deep or Pro-FastPatch for repairs  
1/8” - 1/2" deep to smooth out the surface prior to applying Pro-SprayCote. After patching, it will be necessary to apply a coat 
of Pro-Surfacer over the entire surface to help smooth out the patches and hide any repairs. Apply the Pro-Surfacer as 
smooth as possible in the same color as the Pro-SprayCote color to be used. Proline’s Pro-ColorPacks are available in 40 
colors to mix with the Pro-Surfacer and Pro-SprayCote. Mix two Pro-ColorPacks per bag of Pro-Surfacer or bag of Pro-

SprayCote.   
.   

To mix the whole bag of Pro-SprayCote - 
Add to a five-gallon bucket:  
10-12 quarts of water (start with 8 quarts. Add 3-4 more quarts after mixing all ingredients. Use 9-10 quarts total for walls.) 

2-4 ounces of PotLife Extender (green liquid in a one gallon jug. 4 oz. will keep the Pro-SprayCote fresh longer.)  
2 Pro-ColorPacks  

1 bag of Pro-SprayCote (slowly add the entire bag while mixing with a drill motor and mixing paddle.)  
Mix the above ingredients in a five-gallon mixing bucket using a drill motor and mixing paddle for approximately five minutes 
to achieve a lump free consistency. Pour the mixed material through a nylon paint strainer before spraying. 
Note: To prevent the Pro-SprayCote from sloshing out of the bucket while mixing, put the mixing paddle through the pour 
spout on the lid of the bucket before attaching it to the drill and secure the lid on tight. With all the ingredients in the bucket 

and the lid on tight you can mix at full speed without making a mess.  
To Make a Smaller Batch - To make a smaller batch, start with two parts Pro-SprayCote to one part water. Add a little more 
water as needed to achieve a paint-like consistency (same consistency as five-gallon mix), do not make too watery. When 
using Pro-ColorPacks, mix the color packs with the water prior to adding the Pro-SprayCote. Straining the Mixed Pro-
SprayCote - After mixing the Pro-SprayCote with water, it is important to strain it like you would a paint to remove any lumps 
before spraying. For the best results, fit the nylon strainer over a five-gallon bucket and slowly pour the Pro-SprayCote 
through the nylon strainer. While wearing rubber gloves, lift the strainer out of the bucket and squeeze the excess             
Pro-SprayCote through the nylon strainer. Immediately rinse the strainer with water for later use. Immediately after straining 
the Pro-SprayCote, set the entire bucket into the pressure pot. Push the handle of the five-gallon bucket down to the side 

and secure the lid on the pressure pot hand tight. Or pour mixed Pro-SprayCote into a compressed pump up sprayer.   
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RECOMMENDED PRIMERS:  
- Pro-Bond Polymer Concentrate (Diluted 1:1 with water) – can be used as a primer over unsealed concrete prior to applying 

integrally colored Pro-SprayCote. 
- Epoxy H20 Clear (Diluted 30% with water) – can be used as a primer over sealed or unsealed surfaces prior to applying 

integrally colored Pro-SprayCote.   
- Pro-Surfacer – For areas that need crack repair and resurfacing, and prior to acid stain applications.  Acid stains will pene-

trate through Pro-SprayCote and will react with whatever is underneath. It is important to apply  
Pro-Surfacer as a primer so the acid stains will have enough material to penetrate and react with.     
 

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS: Test the HVLP spray equipment or compressed pump up sprayer prior to mixing the entire 
bag of Pro-SprayCote to make sure they spray the material properly. If using an HVLP system, you can adjust the fan pat-
tern on the spray gun and volume of material coming out, by using the knobs at the back of the gun. The top knob will control 
the width of the fan and the bottom knob will control the volume of material coming out. Tighten the bottom knob to achieve a 
fine spray pattern and loosen it to achieve a heavy spray pattern. Hold the gun approximately 2-3 feet from the surface you 
are spraying to achieve a uniform finish in a thin, even coat. Keep the fan spray straight up and down and even with the sur-
face. Check the fan spray by spraying on some plastic or cardboard to be sure it is even all the way across and not spraying 
thicker on one side or in the middle. If the Pro-SprayCote is applied uneven, thicker areas can dry slightly darker than the 
thin areas creating a striped effect. When going over stamped concrete surfaces, apply Pro-SprayCote as thin as possible to 
preserve the existing texture. If Pro-SprayCote is applied too thick in one coat small micro cracks can appear. If a thicker 
application is desired allow the first coat to dry to touch, then a second coat can be applied directly over the first. If the sur-
face is shot-blasted or too rough for Spray-Top to fill in smooth, apply Pro-Surfacer as a basecoat before applying Pro-

SprayCote.  
 

ANTIQUING FOR STAMPED CONCRETE RESTORATION – After the  

Pro-SprayCote has dried 8 - 10 hours, apply EZ-Tique in complimentary colors to provide secondary colors and depth.   
 

SEALING: Pro-SprayCote is a porous concrete material and should be sealed. It is best to wait a minimum of 6 hours in 
warmer weather or the next day in cooler weather before sealing Pro-SprayCote. The following sealers are recommended 
over Pro-SprayCote – Eco-Seal, Dura-Seal, Dura-Thane, Epoxy H20 Clear. Read sealer technical data sheets to deter-

mine suitability for specific applications.  
 

CLEANING EQUIPMENT: After using the HVLP or compressed pump up sprayer systems, immediately rinse water through 
the hose and gun to prevent the Pro-SprayCote from setting up and clogging the hose. To clean the HVLP equipment, re-
lease the air from the pressure pot until the gauge on top of the lid is at zero. Remove the lid off the pressure pot and wipe 
off the shaft (coming off the lid) with a rag, then remove the bucket of Pro-SprayCote. Place a bucket with at least two gal-
lons of water in the pressure pot. Secure the lid back on hand tight. Hook up the air hose from the compressor to pressurize 
the pot and spray water through the hose and gun until clean. It is best not to leave the Pro-SprayCote in the hoses for 
more than 10 minutes at a time without spraying the gun periodically to allow fresh material to flow through the fluid 
hose from the pressure pot. Especially on hot days in the direct sun when the hoses are hot. If the machine will be sitting 

for longer than 10 minutes without being used, pull the trigger on the gun every 5-10 minutes to allow fresh material to flow 
through. It is also recommended to run some water through the fluid hose and the gun between batches to keep-

ing them clean and working properly.  
 

PACKAGING: Pro-SprayCote is packaged in 35 lb. Bags 
  

WARRANTY: This product is not for public use and is intended for use by licensed contractors, experienced and trained in the use of these products. It 
is warranted to be of uniform quality within manufacturing tolerances. The manufacturer has no control over the use of this product, therefore, no warran-
ty, expressed or implied, is or can be made either as to the affects or as results of such use. In any case, the manufacturer's obligations shall be limited 
to refunding the purchase price or replacing material proven defective. The end user shall be responsible for determining product's suitability and as-

sumes all risks and liability.  

NOTE: PRO-SPRAYCOTE IS INTENDED FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. 
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